Subject: Army Installation Information Infrastructure Architecture (I3A) Guide

Applicability: Directive

1. The Army Installation Information Infrastructure Architecture (I3A) Policy guide establishes an Army-wide information technology architectural design standard. The guide assists the designer in the integration of the telecommunications and information systems and is mandated for all MILCON projects.

2. The I3A guide has been removed from the Huntsville website due to the current security restrictions. The U.S Army Information Systems Engineering Command – Ft. Detrick Engineering Directorate (USAISEC-FDED) has established an email address for the Corps Districts and contractors to request and obtain a copy of the I3A guide. The email address is: DetrickISECl3AGuide@conus.Army.mil.


4. HQUSACE Engineering and Construction point of contact for this bulletin is Bob Billmyre, 202-761-4228 or Andy Wu, 202-761-7767. The USAISEC-FDED point of contact is Frederick M. Skroban, 301-619-6487.
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